It is possible to index and manage large video archives in a more efficient manner by detecting and recognizing text within video frames. There are some inherent properties of videotext, such as distinguishing texture, higher contrast against background, and uniform color, making it detectable. By employing these properties, it is possible to detect text regions and binarize the image for character recognition. In this paper, a complete framework for detection and recognition of videotext is presented. The results from Gabor-based texture analysis, contrast-based segmentation and color homogeneity are merged to obtain minimum number of candidate regions before binarization. The performance of the system is tested for its recognition rate for various combinations and it is observed that the results give recognition rates, reasonable for most practical purposes.
INTRODUCTION
Content-based information retrieval fiom digital video databases and media archives is a challenging problem and is rapidly gaining widespread research and commercial interest. In order to be able to index video sequences for retrieval, it is necessary to produce the natural language representation of the sequence automatically. This representation can most directly be extracted from information carriers, such as voice and text, but annotational information often appears only in image text. Such annotations are usually of readable quality, and may contain keywords, facilitate indexing. The use of textual information as a key for an indexing system requires conversion of videotext present in image to ASCII form, which is commonly known as Optical Character Recognition (OCR) process. Unfortunately, commercially available OCR systems are designed for recognition of characters in printed documents [I] . The characters in these documents appear in uniform color on a clean background and the document is typically scanned in high resolution. Therefore, to be able to employ OCR for videotext requires segmentation of characters from background, which is usually arbitrarily complex. For OCR systems to recognize characters efficiently, a video frame should be converted into a black and white image, where pixels on the characters of the videotext are black and the remaining pixels are white. This operation is not straightforward, since character pixels are often composed of a range of intensities and the boundary between the character region and the background is not perfectly defined. Hence, the binarization process should utilize all the distinctive properties of videotext, such as texture, high contrast, uniform color and constrained size. In this manuscript, a novel algorithm is proposed by utilizing all these properties and is fully tested including final character recognition stage.
RELATED WORK
The current research can be mainly divided into two major classes: connected-component-based approaches [5, 6, 7] , and texture-based methods [3,4,8,9]. While the former tries to find characters as closed regions containing uniform color, the latter considers the text as a special class of texture. The boundary between these two methods is not very clear and there are also some hybrid approaches [2] that utilize both of these approaches. Connected component-based approaches require high contrast and resolution in order to give an acceptable performance. Neighboring regions with similar color values, i.e. low contrast, may usually yield erroneous segmentation of the text [5, 6, 10] . In some methods, the assumption of having monochrome text or, a monochrome background surrounding the text is another limiting factor for the general performance [7] . Moreover, finding characters as a single closed region is only possible by utilizing high-resolution images [2] . However, for video indexing, such constraints are far not practical. Among various texture-based text detection algorithms, the main difference is due to their representation of the texture. The main idea behind texture analysis is This research is supported by TUBITAK BILTEN 0-7803-7750-8/03/$I7.00 02003 IEEE quantifying the distribution of different edge orientations. Among different models, Gabor filters with various orientations [8] or simple edge detectors for finding a specific direction [4] or multiresolution wavelet filtering [3, 9] can be used for analyzing texture. Existing work on videotext detection and recognition generally suffers from lack of robustness. Connected component-based techniques are more general in the sense that texture-based methods are usually based on assumptions about videotext character size. On the other hand, texture-based methods offer more reliability. Finally, the performance of these methods in practical applications is still not clear, since most of the proposed algorithms are not tested using quantitative character recognition results after the OCR stage.
VIDEOTEXT DETECTION
The binarization process for videotext extraction should ideally remove all image components other than videotext characters. Since the problem cannot be solved at global or pixel level, it is necessary to employ regional and object level image analysis [ 1 I]. Candidate regions are the areas of interest that have the possibility o f containing text. The essence of the problem is finding the candidate regions efficiently by the help of all available information. In order to produce the binary image, which will be fed to the OCR for recognition, all candidate regions should be binarized locally with an appropriate threshold value specific to that region. The whole process can be summarized as in Fig. I . In order to find the candidate regions before binarization, texture, contrast and color-based segmentation results are obtained and they are appropriately merged to determine final set of candidate regions.
Texture Analysis for Candidate Region Extraction
Gabor filters have been one of the major tools for texture analysis [12, 13] In our proposed method, a set of Gabor filters with a single scale and 8 different orientations are used to produce an eight dimensional feature vector for each 16x16 block of the image. A pre-trained feedforward neural network classifies this vector as text or non-text. In Fig. 2 , a typical example video frame with its neural Figure 2 : A typical Gabor-based texture analysis result.
Contrast-based Candidate Region Segmentation
Another important distinctive property of videotext regions is their high contrast against background. For contrast analysis, a simple contrast measure proposed by Lienhart et. al. [6] is used. In this method, a binary contrast image is derived for each video frame. The absolute local contrast at position I(x,y) is measured by . .
where Gt, denotes a 2D Gaussian smoothing filter, and r denotes the size of the local neighborhood. The value obtained by this measure is thresholded to get rid of the low contrast regions. Using the contrast image, the pixels, which show sufficiently high absolute local contrast, are marked with I whereas the rest is marked as 0. Fie.3 Figure 3 : Contrast image and thresholded result.
Homogenous Color Region Segmentation
Segmenting the image into homogenous color regions is necessary in order to eliminate a set of regions from being a candidate to videotext areas. Hence, the image is decomposed into non-overlapping regions with color homogeneity. Although, many different methods can be utilized, a simple criterion is used to group pixels whose absolute gray level differences do not exceed 6 within a region (after simulations, 6 is selected as 20). ARer this recursive segmentation, regions, which cannot represent a character based on their areas, are marked as background and removed. In this approach, a region is identified as non-videotext and removed, if its height is greater than U8 of image height or its width is greater than lis of image width. In Fig. 4 , a typical video frame and the extracted candidate regions using region analysis are The idea of binarization with regional thresholding is originally proposed by Dorai et.al. [lo] . In their work, the candidate regions are first extracted by simple region analysis, but this approach suffers from the high amount of non-character regions, which cannot be eliminated by any heuristics or shape analysis. By combining texture and contrast-based videotext detection, which narrow regions of interest to text box level to support region analysis, limitations of region analysis may be eliminated. In our approach, iterative thresholding and boundary enhancement [IO] methods are applied consecutively to each candidate region. While iterative thresholding calculates the threshold between two regions by averaging the mean intensities using T=Jp,+pJ/Z, the boundary enhancement method uses an average of intensities in the circumscribing boundary and inside the region.
After simulations, the results favor the consecutive utilization ofthese two methods.
Since the optimal combination between different candidate region detection strategies is not known, the simulations determine the best way to merge texture, contrast and color-based region segmentation results. The whole process is illustrated in Fig. 5 . During experiments, evaluation of videotext binarization alternatives is based on both subjective and objective measures. Following the approach in [IO] , a subjective measure binarizafion rate is obtained by simply counting the number of "readable" binary characters inside the final mask. The OCR-based character recognition rafe is also determined by using an commercial OCR (ABBYY FineReader 5.0) to obtain the most objective measure for the performance. None of the previous videotext detection methods has published their performance with an OCR. Summary of the results for videotext recognition experiments arc given Table I .
Candidate region Binarization Recognition detection rate rate performance of the resulting system can be examined at BilVMS video management system [14].
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
Throughout the review of the related work, it is observed that none of the proposed methods are mature enough to be accepted as a standard framework. However, as the literature suggests, the use of distinctive properties of videotext leads to a relatively high accuracy in detection of videotext character regions. This work is also concentrated on the use of these distinctive properties. As can be seen from the experimental results, the use of contrast analysis with texture analysis together, decreases the recognition rate with respect to texture or contrast cases alone. This is due to the fact that both methods cany similar information and have drawbacks that limit the success of recognition. It is possible to conclude that contrast analysis and texture analysis techniques should be considered as alternatives to each other. The drawbacks of texture analysis are the limited block size and need for supervised training, whereas the main drawback of contrast analysis is the "over the average contrast videotext region" assumption. On the other hand, texture analysis is much more accurate than contrast analysis and contrast analysis is computationally much simpler than texture analysis. The proposed system is quite successful for the images where a uniform colored frame surrounds the videotext and/or the characters of videotext are large and have high contrast with the surrounding background. As the character size reduces and the background complexity increases the recognition rate decreases. The overall performance of the system can be highly dependent on the low resolution of images, since the OCR utilized during simulations (as well as many other OCRs), requires high resolution input for accurate detection. Further improvements on the system can be achieved by integrating information on multiple video frames. Another possible improvement would be to make texture analysis unsupervised to increase robustness.
